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KEY POINTS 
● Confidence remains high that offshore flow will bring much colder temperatures into northwest OR

and southwest WA beginning on Thursday, February 11th and continuing through this weekend. The
coldest temperatures so far this winter are expected, with widespread highs in the 30s and lows in the
20s. Please see graphics at the end of this document for our latest temperature forecast.

● Accumulating snow and/or freezing rain looks increasingly likely over the lowlands beginning Thursday
afternoon and evening and continuing into Friday. Please see graphics at the end of this document for
our preliminary snow and ice forecast.

● Most locations north of Salem may not rise above freezing Thursday night through Saturday night,
even during the daylight hours. This means any snow and/or ice accumulations will struggle to melt.

● Yet another round of accumulating snow and/or ice appears possible on Saturday as well, but this
briefing will focus on the first round of precipitation Thursday into Friday since there is still a good deal
of uncertainty for the potential second system on Saturday. 

● Temperatures are expected to warm above freezing on Sunday or Monday.

CHANGES FROM PREVIOUS BRIEFING 
 The chance for cold temperatures has increased across the region.

 The chance for accumulating snow has increased across the central and northern Willamette Valley.

 The chance for freezing rain and ice accumulations have increased across the central and southern
Willamette Valley.
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CONFIDENCE AND DETAILS 

Hood River, Columbia River Gorge, Coast Range, and Foothills/Cascades 

HIGH Confidence Much colder temperatures with accumulating snow. 

MODERATE Confidence Potential for some freezing rain in addition to the snow. 

LOW Confidence Exact snow and ice amounts. Exact timing. 

Details: 

Accumulating snow is likely beginning Thursday morning in Hood River, the Columbia River Gorge, and 

the Cascades/Foothills. The exception will be across the Lane County Cascade Foothills, where 

accumulating snow may hold off until late Thursday night. There is also the potential for brief periods of 

freezing rain, especially during the onset of precipitation. This could result in light ice accumulations in 

addition to snow accumulations. Expect precipitation to transition to snow showers on Friday, with 

additional accumulations likely. 

Interior Valleys 

HIGH Confidence Much colder temperatures with snow and/or freezing rain. 

MODERATE Confidence At least some snow and ice accumulation. 

LOW Confidence Exact snow and ice amounts. Exact timing. 

Details: 

Snow and/or freezing rain is expected to begin across most of the interior valleys during the late 

afternoon and evening hours on Thursday. The threat for freezing rain and ice accumulations have 

increased considerably from Salem southward. The threat for accumulating snow has increased for areas 

to the north of Salem. The Eugene area will be the last area to fall below freezing, with most guidance 

holding off on the freezing rain potential until Thursday night. Precipitation should become more 

showery in nature on Friday, but additional snow and ice accumulations are expected. 

South Washington and North Oregon Coast 

HIGH Confidence Colder temperatures. 

MODERATE Confidence Freezing rain and snow possible. 

LOW Confidence Exact snow and ice amounts. Exact timing. 

Details: 

Although both snow and freezing rain are possible along the coast to the north of Newport, freezing rain 

seems to be the bigger threat. There is the potential for light ice accumulations beginning Thursday 

evening and continuing through Thursday night. Snow accumulations should generally range from a trace 

to half an inch. To the south of Newport, temperatures will struggle to fall below freezing. Most model 

guidance keeps temperatures above freezing from Newport to Florence, which would favor a cold rain 

rather than snow or freezing rain. The threat for freezing rain and snow will continue on Friday, but 

precipitation should become more showery.  



FORECAST GRAPHICS 

NOTE:  Uncertainty remains high for exact snowfall amounts. These amounts WILL change as we get 
closer to the event, but here is a look at our preliminary snow forecast for now. Amounts are most 
uncertain across the Willamette Valley and along the north OR/south WA coast. 



NOTE:  Uncertainty remains high for exact ice accumulations. These amounts WILL change as we get 
closer to the event, but here is a look at our preliminary ice accumulation forecast for now. Try not to 
focus too much on the exact amount of ice, but rather the locations that have the greatest threat for 
freezing rain (which includes areas from Salem to Eugene and Astoria to Tillamook). 



For the latest forecast updates, visit www.weather.gov/portland 

If you have questions or would like to submit weather reports, please call NWS Portland at (503) 326-
2340.


